
A T H E N S ,  G R E E C E

Athens Full Day Private VAN

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own van. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence to
design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal stops
to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 3 - 6 guests. Private vans are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private van, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be
adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 8 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests.

PRICE$1399BOOK TOUR

Athens, Acropolis & New Museum Tour & Transfer to Airport

ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE TO STRENUOUS

The ancient remains of Athens constitute one of the brightest jewels of the Mediterranean. The
Ancient City and the Acropolis, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, have been kept fairly intact. You
will see perhaps the most famous temple of the Ancient City, the Parthenon. Walking up a
winding path towards the Acropolis, you will pass through the Propylaea, which is the entrance
to the Acropolis and see the Erechtheum Temple, built between 421-405 B.C. and famous for
its exquisite attention to detail. You will also see the Porch of the Caryatids, (or Porch of the
Maidens), in the distance. Reinforced by man, the natural fortress of the Acropolis stands 230
feet above the city. You cannot help but be impressed by the wide-sweeping view below. The
intent of the new Acropolis Museum is to house every artifact found on the archaeological site.
You will see the unsurpassed quality of the masterpieces of ancient Athens, including the

entire sculpted decoration of the Parthenon as it was on the building. You will see many
architectural phases and thousands of finds that provide valuable insight into the everyday
activities of ancient Greece.

Please note: There is no shopping stop organized but guests can explore the shops at the
Acropolis. The path up to the Acropolis is winding and may be challenging for those with
mobility issues.



PRICE$99BOOK TOUR

Athens, Acropolis & New Museum Tour & Transfer to Hotel

ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE

The ancient remains of Athens constitute one of the brightest jewels of the Mediterranean.
TheAncient City and the Acropolis have been kept fairly intact. You will see perhaps the most
famous temple of the Ancient City, the Parthenon. Walking up a winding path towards the
Acropolis, you will pass through the Propylaea, which is the entrance to the Acropolis and see
the Erechtheum Temple, built between 421-405 B.C. and famous for its exquisite attention to
detail. You will also see the Porch of the Caryatids, (or Porch of the Maidens), in the distance.
Reinforced by man, the natural fortress of the Acropolis stands 230 feet above the city. You
cannot help but be impressed by the wide-sweeping view below. The intent of the
new Acropolis Museum is to house every artifact found on the archaeological site. You will see
the unsurpassed quality of the masterpieces of ancient Athens, including the entire sculpted
decoration of the Parthenon as it was on the building. You will see many architectural phases
and thousands of finds that provide valuable insight into the everyday activities of ancient
Greece.

Please note: There is no shopping stop organized but guests can explore the shops at the
Acropolis. The path up to the Acropolis is winding and may be challenging for those with
mobility issues.

PRICE$99BOOK TOUR

Athens, Full Day Private CAR

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver, and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own car. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence to
design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal stops
to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 1-2 guests. Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private car, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be
adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 8 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests.



PRICE$1299BOOK TOUR

Athens, Half Day Private CAR

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver, and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own car. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence to
design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal stops
to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 1-2 guests. Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private car, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be
adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 4 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests.

PRICE$699BOOK TOUR

Athens, Half Day Private VAN

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver, and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own van. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence to
design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal stops
to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 3 - 6 guests. Private vans are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private van, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be
adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 4 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests

PRICE$849
BOOK TOUR


